
Attendance, Resources & PD Clock Hours

• You must stay on the whole time- 1.25 hours- to receive credit

• YOU print your certificate through ADE Connect (see image)- please 
wait 24-48 hours of webinar before printing certificates

• AFTER WEBINAR- Survey & follow-up email from ADE

WELCOME! 
Please review this information while we wait for all to join!



                                                Rebecca Garelli
Science & STEM Specialist
Rebecca.Garelli@azed.gov

Guidance for Administrators: 
What to Look For in a 3-Dimensional 

Science Classroom
Sarah Sleasman

Science & STEM Director 
Sarah.Sleasman@azed.gov



• Name
• Current Position
• How did you hear about this 

opportunity?

Welcome!



     ADE Announcements



We are here to support!



We are here to support!

Districts ADE has/is supporting with professional learning for science:

● Cartwright
● Deer Valley
● Dysart
● Imagine Schools
● Litchfield
● Mesa
● Mohave Valley

● Phoenix Union
● Tolleson
● Washington
● Roosevelt
● Scottsdale
● Tempe Union
● Window Rock



Webinar Resource Dashboard

Gray- means we will open and use 

MAKE A FORCED 
COPY



Goals for Today 

• To provide administrators with 
tools to support educators with 
transitioning to the 2018 AZ 
Science Standards

• To deepen understanding of the 
new shifts in science education 
embedded within the AZ Science 
Standards 



Standards Implementation Timeline



economically disadvantaged
English learners

gifted and talented
students with disabilities

students with different cultures

race and ethnicity

Access to Science Literacy for ALL Students

Adapted from NSTA’s Webinar- Transforming Science Learning: Acting, Thinking and Talking as Scientists. Engaging Students in Science and Engineering Practices on 8/12/20



Sensemaking



Research Used to Develop Science Standards
 A Vision for Science Teaching and Learning Built on Research

NASEM Reports at www.nap.edu

http://www.nap.edu


Key Findings About How Students Learn Science

(2000)

(2005)

1. Students’ prior knowledge must be engaged.

2.   Organizing science knowledge into conceptual frameworks is 
essential in developing scientific understanding. 

3.  Learning to monitor one’s own thinking is 
essential in learning to think like a scientist. 



Alone Zone (12 minutes)

1. Highlight what the teacher is doing in yellow. 

2. Highlight what the student is doing in pink. 

3. Underline the science.

Classroom Vignettes about Moon Phases

Where do questions come from? Who is involved in figuring out how to answer the questions? 
How do students get to an explanation? What is the role of agreement, disagreement, and consensus? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hOIJRGuBkS4


How are these two classrooms similar and/or 
different? What do you notice? Please share one 
take-away.

Debrief Vignettes



Information Frame

• Teacher is focused on  
disseminating  information.

• Students are focused on 
knowing information.

• Science is portrayed as a  body 
of established facts.

• Assessments are focused  on 
“right” answers.

Knowing about..

Sensemaking Frame
• Teacher is focused on  

developing conceptual  
understanding.

• Students are focused on    
understanding something.

• Science is portrayed as a way 
to make sense of something.

• Assessments are focused on  
use of evidence to support  
conclusions/generalizations.

Figuring out…

Two Labels for Instruction

Adapted from NSTA’s Webinar- Transforming Science Learning: Acting, Thinking and Talking as Scientists. Engaging Students in Science and Engineering Practices on 8/12/20



Science Instructional Shifts
Shift 1:
Explain phenomena and design 
solutions to problems

Shift 2:
Doing science (three-dimensional 
learning)

Shift 3:
Coherent learning progressions over 
time



Instructional Shifts 

Alone Zone (3 minutes)

What are 3-5 items that resonate with you?

Waterfall Share (30 seconds)
Type in chat box, but DO NOT HIT 

ENTER! 
(wait for countdown- 3,2,1..waterfall!)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHdviZkM7S4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0yZcDeVsj_Y


Less of this….. More of this…..

In a science classroom you would see less of..... In a science classroom you would see 
more of.....

LEARNING ABOUT 
SHIFT

FIGURING OUT



2004 Science Standards vs. 2018 Standards 



NGSS

AzSS

AzSS

Research Used to Develop the 2018 Arizona 
Science Standards (AzSS)

Not an NGSS State, a “Framework-Based State”



What Is 3-Dimensional Science Instruction?



What are the 3 Dimensions of Science Instruction?

Science & Engineering 
Practices

Core Ideas

Crosscutting Concepts



Arizona 
Science 
Standards 
unique 
Using
Science 
 (CIs)

The core 
ideas of 
Knowing 
science 
(CIs)

SEPs CCCs



What Is 3-Dimensional Science Instruction?

How do the Arizona Science 
Standards represent a shift in science 

education?

What do the teachers in this video 
learn from engaging with 

3-dimensional science instruction?

How do the three dimensions work 
together?

https://www.teachingchannel.org/video/next-generation-science-standards-achieve


Arizona 
Science 
Standards 
unique 
Using
Science 
 (CIs)

The core 
ideas of 
Knowing 
science 
(CIs)

SEPs CCCs1 2
3



The Coding – How To Read It And How It’s Useful



Reading 
a Standard



Standards Document & the 3 Dimensions

Dimension:
Core Ideas of 

Knowing & 
Using

Dimension:
Science

 & 
Engineering 

Practice Dimension:
Crosscutting 

Concepts 



How does it work? 
Essential and Plus Standards for High School 

Essential 

+

+



Science in Action- How Science Works 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jj9iNphbY88


"The notion that there is a single scientific method of 

observation, hypothesis, deduction, and conclusion—a myth 

perpetuated to this day by many textbooks—is fundamentally 

wrong. Scientists do use deductive reasoning, but they also 

search for patterns, classify different objects, make 

generalizations from repeated observations, and engage in a 

process of making inferences as to what might be the best 

explanation. Thus the picture of scientific reasoning is richer, 

more complex, and more diverse than the image of a linear and 

unitary scientific method would suggest."

— NRC Framework, p. 78

Shifting Instruction Away from the Scientific Method

http://stemteachingtools.org/link/3216


What Would This Look Like in the Classroom? 

“Many schools require teachers to post the day’s learning 
target, objective, or standard on the board. However, 
displaying the target concept to be learned—the 
disciplinary core idea that is the focus of instruction—“gives 
away” what students should actually be figuring out as they 
make sense of phenomena by engaging in the science and 
engineering practices. Many teachers face a dilemma when 
they try to meet their administrator’s requirements. It is 
important for teachers and administrators to come to 
consensus around developing and using objectives that are 
consistent with 3D learning.” 

What is the issue? 



Elements: 
Specific pieces of  
knowledge and skill 
that make up the 
practice at each 
grade band.

Vertical 
Progressions:

 Science & 
Engineering 

Practices

Increasing sophistication



Progression Elements for Crosscutting Concepts  



What to Look For in a 3-Dimensional Science Classroom

Alone Zone
(3 minutes)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHdviZkM7S4


Look-For 1:  Sense-making of natural phenomena that requires the use     
of the 3-dimensions.

Phenomenon: Big waves 
move more sand from 
beaches than little waves.

Phenomenon: Sailboats 
move when the wind blows.   

Phenomenon: Leaves are 
darker on the top as 
compared to the underside. 



Look-For 2:  Making Thinking Visible using models, explanations, and     
arguments that best fit the evidence available at the time. 



Look-For 3:  Engaging ALL Students Equitably in a science community and 
culture that values ALL ideas and voices. 



Instructional Models that Support 3-Dimensional Instruction



Recommended Time Allotment for Science Instruction



Statewide Science Assessment-AzSci

inform

AzSCI Assessment Website

https://www.azed.gov/assessment/sci


Administrators Toolkit & PD



What questions do you 
have?

Use a strategy called “stack”- helps build a 
virtual “line” or stack

Thank you for sharing this space!

Rebecca Garelli l Rebecca.Garelli@azed.gov  |  Sarah Sleasman l Sarah.Sleasman@azed.gov

mailto:Rebecca.Garelli@azed.gov
mailto:Sarah.Sleasman@azed.gov


Attendance, Resources & PD Clock Hours

• You must stay on the whole time- 1.25 hours- to receive credit

• YOU print your certificate through ADE Connect (see image)- please 
wait 24-48 hours of webinar before printing certificates

• AFTER WEBINAR- Survey & follow-up email from ADE

REMINDER! 
Please review this information while we wait for all to join!


